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RELATIONSHIPS BETNEEN CAREER EDUCATION
AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

PREFACE

arcer Education received its initial conceptual and financial
thrust from the \oc,itional education community. Without the effort
aid support of vocational educators. it is cloubtril that career
edueatkm could have bee:': launched. It is hoped that, as
the career education concept continues to evolve and the career
education effort continiies to increase its effective implementation,
the great contributions initially made by vocational education will be
both remembered and appreciated.

Unfortunately. one of the side effects resulting from vocational
education's initial support for career education was ,:on fusion, in tilt:
minds of many p2rsons. regarding what, if any. differences exist
between career education and vocational education. This has been
particularly detrimental to needed improvements in both career
education and vocational education when such mistaken perceptions
occur among those whose past backgrounds cause them to be
suspicious or distrustful of vocational education.

The five papers included here each represent an attempt, on
part of the Office of Career Education. to clarify differences between
career education and vocational 2dtication. Equally important. each
represents an attempt to clearly picture the mutual need of career
education and vocational education for each other. In each of these
papers. it is loped that readers will clearly see that career education
is being pictured as a system-wide concept that should, if imple-
mented in all of education, make vocational education programs, as
well as other kinds of educational programs, become even more
successful. In none of these papers is the distinction drawn in ways
that demean nor criticize vocational education.

If the career education concept is impeded because of its strong
support of vocational education, it will be a price that career
education k willing to pay. The career education concept demands
that vocational education be supported. It is hoped that these paper::
contribute to that support as well as clarifying differences.
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"ElVERYni\lf f; AVOHI IF ION" cAN'T RE AL BAD:
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,tin rcr.o!, Id% fIcased that tH, mononraph has Feen publkhed.
In \ H th,luffilf and plovoefftive liscussion of one of

proificiff, f off; Hamek . that ot underem-
plo merit amouf.., peisons HI 0100k iniN rot the
prohlem in n;11.1'.)11;l! internfltional perspcctiv...h. Without
proposinn ,h,g1c k mph: soh won. he has dkcussed syveral
akernain,c. lonr.-ruu straRni,:s that inight considered. It k
document \\cli worth rc,fdin:: and desen. ing stlidV.

nen..mlk in !licturing various possible solutions to
the proHcm. Dole 11;N cinketi, sc:tion of the monograph
,arr\ inn a !ff.. fdinn "hvcr one's Favorite Solution, to launch a
vi,20rotH it Lick on vocational \\11.1'. 411. course. ! defend

his right to do so. my personal opinions on this matter dlffer sharply
from 0"I oolc's. Duu, I teel strong. need to express my views here.

oole's f.'eneral position. as expressed in this monograph. is
illustrated hy the following (motes:

"...everyone's favorite solution the extension of vocationA
education probably the worst policy to pursue to meet the
problems of underemployment.
"The disparity between the expectations of the young and the
reahties of the labor market can he most readily. thoroughly. and
disastrously resolved though a massive program of vocational
education.
Ile then attempts to defend this position by rtsing even specific

charges against vocational education. It is these seven charges that I

would like to reply to here. In doing so, I speak as one involved in
career education. not as a vocational educator per Se. I hope and
expect that professional vocational educators will formulate a

different set of responses hased on their knowledge of vocational
education. What ! ha\ .! to say here steins primarily from my
conviction that career education. it. it is to meet its responsibilities
for contrihuting to solutions in the area of underemployment, will
require a strengthening, not a weakening, of vocational education.
Uvm iny replies here are intended to illustrate the positive
contrihutions vocational education can make to the goals of career



edtk'ation. Ii i iohahlv safe to sit\ that r I oole and I are equall
biased dhoti! education hut rom point;

Charge 1: A Second Class Education for Second Class Citizens

11: follow mi., two quotes Irom oolels mono,,araph illustiatc
ii charyc.

education lor si:cond-class eiti/ens
have lowered the ,axpectations and sell-estceni ol disadvantaged
i.roups tiil el( them wdliini hewers. 1 r;iwe!-. and toilers."

meational training) t .:011*Cctly
critic anachrmiiistn, a way of preserving :I dual rorn1 or educa-
tion One streain for "gentlemen the other ;or ..11ie. .

educational track that mne .iets into at an early age largely
determines one's occupational future and social class standing.-
From a career education perspLctive, thr,e points must be made

clearly and forcefully in response to this charge. First it is our goal
to help all persoti view vocational education as a different kind of
educational opportunity, not Wi one of inferior quality. Vocational
education is properly viewed as A means of recognizing that students
differ in educational motivations in what will "turn them on- as
learners and that a system of universal public education has an
inescapable responsibility of providing for such differences.

Second, career education seeks to make vocational education a
real choice for all students. It certainly was never intended to simply
serve the "ruffians.- I would defy anyone to study today's high
school students and classify those in the college prep curriculum as
"gentlemen- and those in vocational education as "ruffians,- Any
who truly believe otherwise should he encouraged to attend a local,
State, or national meeting of any of the vocational youth clubs
associated with vocational education. Such clubs, to me, represent
the very best qualities of American citizenship in their student
membership. Every sign of future direction that I can see in
vocational education points in a direction of opening up opportuni-
ties to choose vocational education for all students.

Third, it simply is not true that, by choosing vocational education,
a student limits his or her occupational future and social class
standing. In the first place, vocational education, by appealing to
educational motivations of many previously unmotivated perso-,s,
has encouraged such persons to complete high school and to
continue their education beyond high school. In the wcond place,
several high school vocational education programs including voca-
tional agriculture, home economics, business and office occupations,
and distributive education are purposely structured around a career
development mode that makes it logical for many of th2ir graduates



to enter collegres and universities after finishing high school. Third,
there irc relatively few postsecondary institutions today who
systematically dcny entrance to graduates of high school vocational
education programs and this trend is accelerating. Thus, from a
career education st-,mdpoint. I can see no way that, by virtue or
enrolling in vocational education, a person necessarily limits his or
her occupational future or social cliss status.

Charge 2: Vocational Education Seciks to Create a Dual System of
Education

O'Toole's charge here is illustrated by the following quotes:
-On the east side of the Atlantic, the integration of vocational and
academic tracks, .ind of working and middle-class students, is the
primary goal of educational reform. Contrarily, in America, we are
ahout to embark on the re-creation of the kind of dual system
from which the Europeans are just now painfully extracting
themselves. Next year, a major Vocational Education bill will
waltz through the Congress with nary a dissenting vote,. .

of course, he is referring to the international trend toward
using a career education approach as an avenue for educati,:,
reform and contending that vocational edu...tion is working in vs
that contradict support of a career education strategy. Again, ;lic
record is clear in illustrating vocationa; education's concern for
career education to be just the opposite.

No segment or American education has been as supportive of
career education as has vocational education. Vocational education
has. both through dollars and by official policy formulation. been
supportive of the career educat:on concept from the beginning.
Career education's efforts to bridge the gap between academic anr !
vocational education have been fully and vigorously supported by
vocational education. Had the same degree of support been given
career education by all other parts of education, that gap would
already have been greatly narroweu.

Finally, on this point, it should be made clear that the major piece
of current vocational education legislation supported by professional
vocational educators H.R. 3037 - contains one separate title sup-
porting career education. In addition, in several places, provisions are
made, in that bill, for accommodating both academic and vocational
education students. Instead of calling for a "dual system of
education,- it goes far in providing a basis for closer and more
effective working relationships between academic and vocational
education.

8
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Charge 3: Vocational Education Grads Do Poorly in the Labor
Market

Hie specific charge being levelet ;it vocational education here is
stated ir the following terms:

".. .the initial employment record ot vocational graudates in

terms of 111Coille, jOb status. turnover. upward mobility, unem-
ployment rates and job satisfaction k flO better than for students
mu acadernie programs ;Hid. in the long run. is much worse."
As the basis :or this charge. O'Toole refers to -an evaluation

conducted for the !Cork ii, America study by Beatrice Reubens. Tla
first thing to be said here is that. in reading !Cori, in America. I have
never been aHe to identify the specific references nor see the specific
evidence on which thk charge is based. I understand that Reubens
has collected sonic evidence justifying ...onclusion that graduates of
two-year postsecondary occupational education programs do better
than graduates of high school programs. Certainly to show that
students who are two years older and who have been given two more

,.ears or vocational education do better than youth who just
graduated from high school ,ould not be regarded, by any thinking
person. as justification for condenuning high school level vocational
education.

Second. I have seen no evidence. hased on data collected from
riatchcil samplcs of vocational educatwn students compared with
academic students (where matching has been carried out using ability
level, geographic factors. an(1 socioeconomic status) that showed
vocational education students to have fared worse than academic

students. Neither have I seen such evidence presented under
circumstances where cultural barriers to employment for vocational
education students have been part pf the research design.

For all these reasons. it seems to me this is a most damaging charge

to level based on what, essentially, is a review of the literature
conducted by one person. In operating career education programs.
we have seen many youth who, had they not had the benefit of
vocational education, not only would have had great difficulty
finding any job but who, in addition, would have had great difficulty
even finishing high school. I am sure that practicing vocational
educators could, if they were asked to do so come up with literally
thousands of examples bearing out this point.

Charge 4: Vocat;lnal Education is Too Narrow in Scope

The specific :tccusation made here is stated, by O'Toole, as
follows:

"...several critics have demonstrated that the skills taught in

vocational progrms are too narrow for a fast-changing world of

4
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work Inc .ne of ten obsolete be fOri..' IlleV ;Ire ever
used.
I.rom ,',Ireer point, se\ eral replies must he made

to thi charge. larst. ii lIpportIng vocationdl educ,ition. those of us
sr;,r,,,1- n,ver operated under an assumption that

tlic skills learned will I e sul icient for the entire occupational life or
lie wdo.idual. Rather, we have counted oil vocati:lai education to

provide IN. midents skilk sutficient to allow them to enter the
orld ot paid i:inploN. mem. It is essential th.at, one be able to get into

the s, stem hcfore one C. in possibly move up. Given an Option of
haynn!.. or failing to have. an entr level vocational skill. we have
iiiipl\ said that it seems better that !,onth have saline skill rather

than iione.
Second. it will be apparent. to afl\ who View current relationships

between career education and vocational education, that, increas-
ingly. vocational skill training. is being provided in broad vocaiional
areas. not in only one possible occupatioi,. The philosophy of
voi:ational eduL:ation has supported this concept For many years now
and its ,,perational programs have illustr.ited it. It woutd, it seems to
inc. hehi ttt\L those w ho want to criti..1 'e vocational education to
study its literature before drawing their conclusions.

Finali y. it is simply a gross ex:.iggeration to ssert that the skills
given vocational educatil student; -are often obsolete before they
:ire ever used.- With all the taik about rapidity of occupational
change. it SeellIS obvious that such change is not that rapid. Sar
Levitan's recent book. Work IN lIe,. lt) S !ay, Alas: provides good
data to verify this point.

Charge 5: Vocational Grads are Too Narrowly Trained to be
Upgraded on the Job

..because vocational graduates have been trained so narrowly
and illiberally, there is no base for employers to build on with
continuing, 0n-the-job training.-
Again. we find a charge which, when subjected to realities of

operation in vocational education programs, simply cannot be
substantiated. In the first place, vocational education students are
exposed to the same basic academic skills required for adaptability as
all other students during the elementary and junior high school years.
The curriculum is not different for prospective vocational education
students at these levels. True, like many other students, some
vocational education students have failed to acquire a reasonable
level of proficiency in the basic academic skills. fhat is why
vocational educators have joined the career education team in

1 0



developing and operating \. aa:iiess programs in elemen:ary

schools ;Ind cat.'el plot ion oIiI11 s in iiiiin high -,Lbook.
Second. I kno(% ol %ocational high school that is )ld 01 .111\

Cmph.d.d, Oil jcAdcmic 1111C111 Cdtlialliql, I

"\ h"Ir Wiv dc%)ind ,trictl\- (oL:ahonal

edu,:ation. s% stein (11 .1merica.

hCt.'n Lt.I iLl1 n W,I% [hal j)IC\ .111 V0c.01011,11
Cdth::iti(111. k

iL 011)()SOC,

hird. ("CitiCtiLit iIllL itioli IlAS tic\ cr operatcd Is part ot the

re,tuired ciirncidinn in the American high sdiool. On the contmry,

the -reinalled- 11.1,,
111(1

OL.ItiMral CW.ICallon Ci L5 11.1%i .11\...1. operated ;is electives. 0

w bate% e\ tent general ,:ducat ion cw, he said to he \-otirmte in

providing outh with the academic skills of adaptability, it is obvious

that those adsantagcs hay,' not been denied to students enrolled in

.),.attonal education.
on at least these three hJses. foole's contention licre nitist he

demcd and b..gardcd IS retuted.

harge 6: Vocational Grads are Trained in the Wrong Fields

I he si\ th charge seems particularl strange to me. In 0 1 ooles

skmrd,. the Stated as r011ows:
.VOCatiOnill graduates tire often trained for .johs that don't

e ist. Moreover, such training is concentrated in declining fields

(such as agriculture) and in fields of questioliahic merit ( home

economics). while the fast-growing world of white-collar, service

employment is completely ignored.-
A number of sub-charges arc included in this rather sweeping

indictment. First, it should he clearly stated that vocational

education has not attempted to prepare students for specific johs,

but rather for multiple opportunities for entry into the world of paid

employment. It would be much more proper, from a career

education viewpoint, to contend that vocational education prepares

its students for work than to limit the goals of vocational education

to simply job preparation.
Second, the direct criticism of vocational agriculture here upsets

me greatly. From a career education standpoint, I have often said

that I wish all senior high school teachers had the same kinds of

opportunities to participate in career education that are made

available to teachers of vocational agriculture. Where else da c find

teachers with opportunities to: (a) he on 1 3 month cont:octs.

visit in pupils' homes as part of their regular job duties:and ve) help

students engage in individualized work experience project. diat

6
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C111p11,11/C 1;111: :11% . 1:'W% H11,11 TOM', \ ..111,k1 111C

.,1Hc,itn.on 1 C .,Hiw ,,roLo

.11 n..cr
o.,

!!

o.;1.11,1n.it lol-
hc1H1 .1HU11.1C \kW 111

Ven, II 11,C t1C...111)..111I)11:d H1 I ccitrimk
dccrc to he .itta,..k.:d snurk hecan,e src,.11 ic cinp!,u. mem direct] \

dyriculture K iH ,lo\\
HURL I mi t le:Ht ;is upset with 0- ioole's contention tn.it Itome

economic, H (11.1C'11101131'1. career education
vu,'\ Point. it Is doitt)tful that .,in\ part ot No)eational educiition has
inkifc merit. I thH. not nil\ Iron] the \ icwponit ut HI jIlt ii home
economic,. Nt dko 111111 thc I eN.N. point or Inc entire held or home

II0111C ;111ti. 1.1111.11\ Ntructurc recei\es Iii
increascd .md more dedicitcd emphasis :IN 1)..irt Ii Ainericdn

,,nr entire socicr. NA ill silt tc;-. area cducation', ICLk
dcrend. on their ,ucce,s. vcr (111.1C1 011 ,.11111)11;1',Ill11,14 [Mc 110111c ;1.

\v(qk niicc ror ill hunk mcmheN, on parental attitudes ..1,)\-,tr,k
thenHekcs ;Ind toward their children on rroductivc use or lekure
time. ,ind on consumer education. Ii III these wa\ s. holm. economics
H id great - not -11iiestioniihle- merit :Ind worth.

Charge 7: Vocational Education Doesn't Appeal to Today's Youth

Perhaps the strane.est. IIlJ most diffienit to understand. ch:mie
lcvllcd 001c H stated in ilk: rollowin12. words:

Nocational education cannot he Viewed compatihle with the
new v'mrk \-Altics of thc current ',Iencration.-
It is difficult to understand how O'Toole could have arrived iit

such a conclusion when, only One page earlier in his monograph, he
pointed. with some :darn). to the rapid iticreae in enrollments in
vocational education. Certainly. no one has, in any way, forced
students to euroll Loeiltion;i1 c1ii,...-A1011. I till IC) how onc can
contend it has no iippeal to the current ,,Icueration when so many or
that gillaatIOR arc SCCk.111.:I ClIroh in vocdtiondl cduc.drion

)11.ra MS.

Second, almost Iii of the recent literature I hiivc hecn reading in
education seems to he stressing a (1k:tin:lid. on the part of youth, for
closer oim.I more direct relationships between education ;Ind work,
()pinion p)lls of youth would seem to indicate that youth arc

1 2
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CAREER EDUCATION, VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, AND
OCCOPA I IONAL EDUCATION: AN APPROACH TO
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unpaid work roles For i \ample. we Call Npeflk fir tlic "Vocation" of
tiit: tudcnt. olinitccr worker. or the tull-tune
hotnemaker iust casth. as wc L.an -)C I t:1 ;100u .1c
the *tither, the ph sician. or the eni2ineer.

itpdlo Htic priinari ii ot/. rob. M thc Hrhi ()I 'URI

CIVM1/11CIII I 0)11(11111C Ft:11111h alw i:on-adered the

work alues id persons emiareil III )cc/illations ;ilthou0 these inHit
not he considered it ill tV petsons in certain vocations. rhe

occupations of many persons will he synonotlious with their

vocations, (hie can HCVer haVe Ill (letalpati011 Wit ilMit haVille

aithfl111211, it courw. one can haVk.' a ViPeill ill WIlh011t
tie ellfLI".fed Ia afl )L.L. tipation.-

-1,conrc- i Hnsists Hthcr Man slccoin,'. 1/1 which

ill/c cni:av,c, tv//cil per/Hritinn: in his lit liii ot anon. thus,
"1 cisme- holds pnvulnhties tor /loth "Work- and tor "Play.-

"Edricatiolt- cHiimi thHc acilyitic., awl ctpericncet
,011,11 Hnc /cavils ,dich, it h tiItviiiiily a lifelonp process

litoader iii lin:arumt than the tcran "Schnohnit.-
All that follows here pi hased on an ;Hstiniption that these st\ flask

terms are and ;i,reed upon, I how who disiwrce with one
nr more (it thesi. detnnhotH neta",sarth find themselves

de.aerecue! with the temamiler itt thH pri.",entation.

Defining "Career Education, "Vocational Education," and
"Occupational Education"
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unpaid aymined hy ho'h whool Wit:Hint', and hy
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Hilit,11;ill it pl.ftes a primary emphasis on economic
hem:Ili; !loin wort. hit ;ire mit necessarily present in either

nil luhic,ition- or in "( areer hduciition.- As v;ith the term
"Vo,ational "()ccupational rducation- obvi-
ous!: includes schooling requiring collegiate degices ZIN Nell :1`,

the hvice.ilatire,ite
, id( three g.encric definitions. it become; clear that
fc(..up.ifional I.ducation- alwas includes "Vocational klucation,-

Hut "Vocational Lillie:ikon- is not always limited to -Occupational
duLat ion.- It becomes equally clear that "Career Filuci.ition,- while

ludmy both -Vocational kliication- am! "OLcupational Educa-
tion," .Atends beyond both in that it inay involve work performed as
part of one's len-ure time. Hie three terms imply progressive
iiiirrowing ()I purpose. [hat K, -(*areer h.ducation- includes all work,
-Vocational I ducation- is limited to all primary work roles, and
"()Lcuiritituril Iducation- is further limited to all primary work
roles in flie world oh paid employment,

Vocational Education: Bedrock for Career Education

.\ t ii . pond, it seems desirable to move I)L-yond the definitional
game-pia-mg to the .ask ()I- conceptuali:ing vocational education as
part of c ircer educ.ition. 'Hue pimmtar iniint to he Inade h.ere is that,
while v(icational educidimi can :\ist wittio,..1 career education, there
is no W;1, career edlielitioll can unist Witholit vocational education.
I Ins statement requires some further expkillatiOn.

In a ,oiciet;II ,,L'11%,e, the goals of career education are to hell) all
Indiidnak la/ want to work : acqi I . the skills necessar lot WOI"K
In these times: and ell!".a:!.t.' in work (int is satisfying to the
individnal and meaningful to society. Sime, definition. "Plimary-
work roles encompass most of the work L.,(rried out in the woild,
vocational education, as defined here, becomes a central ingredient
for skill iiequisition and thus a major part of tin: bedroLk for the
Caet'f etIntfaliOn

tile goals of careL.r Lducation t,(
make work (a) possible: (I)) meaninginl: and lc) satisfying I() cach
indi),,idnal. Work, in these times, is increasingly impossible unless one
has been equipped with I set of vocational skills that will qualify him

li.1 (-or work. Hu ther, it is obvious that work can become neither
"ML.Inin,,Itil- nor "Satisfying- unless and until it is first "Possible.-
Again. then, we Can ch.arly see the bedrock necessity for vocational
education, as defined hen!, for the success of the career education
movement.

rinally. when one rceogniies that, in the foresecahle future, inure
than eighty peicent of all occnpations will require the acquisition of
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vocational skills at less than the baccaularate level, it is obvious that
what has been the prime emphasis of traditional vocational educa-
tion i.e.. providing occupational skills at the sub-baccaularate
level must be greatly expanded if career education is to succeed.
Some have pictured "Career Fducation" as a subtrefuge for
expanding vocational c lucation. I would he much more accurate to
recognize that, far from being a subtrefuge, career education must
donwid major expansion of occupational skill training at the
sub-haecaularate level. It is simply essential to successful implementa-
tion of the career education ccincept itself.

Implications for Change in Vocational Education in Academic
Settings

F.rom the beginning, advocates of (.,.;e2r education have called for
tli complete integration of voca! al ed.ication into the total fabric
of American education for I ,vhat have been academic
education. general education. ocation,:l ,2ducation into a single
system that emphasizes PreNro.Thn nn. WorK as one of the major
goals of the total educational .H.1,1,:tire. The implications of this
objective require sonic examination,

Some vocatiomd educators have seemed to interpret "Integration"
to mean that academic teachers will change in ways that make them
more like today's vocational educators, Others seem to believe that
"Integration" means that traditional acaik.mic teachers will come to
like traditional vocational education teac.,.., better - and vice versa.
In short, that both will somehow adjust in that help them relate
better with each other. It seems important .0 point out that the best
that can be hoped for in a mutual adjustment situation is

accommodation of different persons to one another. "Accommoda-
tion" implies adjustment without the necessity for basic changes in

either party. "Integration," on the other hand, implies basic changes
in both parties. Career education stands squarely for integration - not
for simple accommodation.

The integration called for by career education demands that
academic teachers change their internal value !;ystems and their
Operational behavior in ways that reflect the importance of educa-

tion as preparation for work. We ask all academic teachers to
recognize preparation for work as one, among several, of the basic
goals of american education. This will require major internal changes
in many of today's academic teachers.

This hoped for integration also calls for fundamental internal
changes in today's vocational education teachers. Integration cannot
occur in an atmosphere of protective isolationism. The separateness
of traditional vocational education which, in the past, has seemed

I 2
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essential i urYn,;(1. must. if career education's g();.1k arc tl) hc
fficd. ii 11 Cad. tUdd e(!uedtors iii Utit

'tiiv Iii bind :Ind to emphasite the commonal6 of purpose in
education ;is preparation for work that hinds them with :ill other
eilueuitors into ul 1:1111ill ()I' professionals.

emphasi/e iiiioiiIit it pufposes is in no way to say that
uniqueness will disappear. Rather, it is sMiply to recognite the
importance of the commonalities. An emphasis on uniqueness will
always lie iniportant to the individualistic goals of each educator.
Vocational educators of today have two basic choices with respect to
proclaiming their uniqueness. One would he to emphasite "Voea-
tional kducation" as preparation for primary work roles paid or
unpaid at the sub-1);icealunireate degree level. This would necessitate
;iliandonment of the truiditional criterion applied in defining a

)grain as "Vocational Lducatimi" that stipulates that it should
lead to suiifiiI employment. fo do so would immediately make
nidustrial arts, as a curriculum area, part of vocational education. It
would also R.gitinnie, as part of v(Icational education, large parts of
the \vork of today's home economics and vocational agriculture
teachers that are not necessarily concerned only about paid
employment. It would make voeational exploratory experiences for
all students Mcludnig the so-called "College Bound"- a basic and
honafide part of vocational education. Certainly, it would call for
inajor changes in what has traditionally been called "Vocational
kdocation" ill secondary schools and in postsecondary educational
settings.

A second alternative would be to move from "Vocational
1:.ducation" to "Occupational F,ducation" in labeling the field. If this
wer to he (Ione, it would probably he accompanied, for purposes of
emphasifing (uniqueness, on preparation for gainful employment in
occupations requiring prepardtion at less than the baccalaureate
degree level. It can be seen that, while involving a change in
terminology, this would necessitate very little change in job
functionMg. on the part of most of today's vocational educators.

.1 here are, of course, ZI number of additional alternatives open to
today's vocational educator. Among these are the following: (a)
Keep vocational education "As Is," ignore career education, and
hope that career education will go away; (b) Keep vocational
education essentially "As Is," but encourage large increases in
suPport for career guidance in hopes that career guidance personnel
will take care of the integration problem; or (c) Keep vocational
education essentially "As Is" in the senior high school, but support
career awareness and career exploratory programs at the elementary
uind junior high school levels.
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Even these few examples will, hopefully, serve to illustrate the
basic problem career education asks today's vocational educators to
facenamely, the problem of deciding to change. To date, the
problem has not been very squarely faced by either vocational
education or by career education personnel.

Career Education's Need for Support by Vocational Education

Finally, I want to conclude by commenting briefly on the urgent

need of career education for support by today's professional
vocational education community.

Prior to doing so, it. seems important to point out that career
education, as a total movement, holds far greater potential for
change than could be expected to result from the isolated efforts of
any single part of education such as vocational education. Remem-

ber, the broad goal of career education is to bring both prominence
and permanence to education as preparation for work as a major goal
of our entire system of education, Had vocational education been
able to do this by itself, I think it would have done so years ago.
That is, career education a»d vocational education »eed each other.

But it is change that we have been speaking of here. The art of
compromise, essential for moving toward change, cannot effectively

be accomplished career education is controlled or directed by
vocational education. Vocational education was certainly one of the
parents of career education. We must, however, recognize that, if we

continue with the analogy, that career education is a child born out
of wed:ock. The true marriage between vocational and academic
education has yet to take place. If such a marriage is ever to occur, it

must result, in part, because both "Parents" respect and admire what

this child called "Career Education" has been able to accomplish.
Neither "Parent" can control if this is to occur.

Career education is a healthy child today as witnessed by the
hundreds of local school systems that have initiated career education
programs on their own. But it is a child and, as such, in great need of

bath nourishment and assistance in moving toward maturity. As one
i's "Parents," vocational education has, it seems to me, a

ntinuing responsibility to financially support and provide thought-

a,. input into the continuing conceptualization of career education.

`: woukl be a tragic mistake to see vocational education's interest in
,od :;upport for career education diminished at this point in time.

14



The career education movement calls for major internal changes
on the part of both the academic and the vocational educators of
today. It would be unwise and unproductive for one to change unless
the other also moved toward change. Change, if it comes, will be
slow and painful for all concerned. If all of us can change in a career
education direction, American education will become more meaning-
ful and more appropriate for our students. There is a choice, to be
sure. There is also a deep professional responsibility,
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CAREER EDUCATION AND WORK EXPERIENCE EDUCATION:
CAN WE JOIN TOGETHER?

Career education and work experience education share a common
goal and three basic common values. The goal we share is an attempt
to emphasize education, as preparation for work. as one of the basic
functions of American education. "Fhe three basic common values I
think we share include: (a) a value regarding the importance of work
to both individuals in our society and to the society itself: (b) a value
regarding the need for and the potential 01 experiential learning; and
(c) a value regarding the need to involve the formal education system
and the business-labor-industry-professional community in a collabo-

rative relationship in ways that will expand student learning
opportunities.

While it is important to recognize these commonalities, it is

equally important to recognize that these I wo movements career
education and work experienc, -.yducation came into being in

different ways and with differing initial reasons. Career education
was begun, and continues to operate, as a vehicie for the total reform
of American education through changing the basic. internal profes-
sional commitments of all educators. It has come on the educational
scene as a concept. not as a program. Work experience education, on
the other hand, was begun many years ago basically as a special kind
of program emphasis purposely designed to serve only a portion of
the student body.

As work experience education has changed in its conceptualization
and in the scope of its activities, it has seemed to me that it is moving
closer and closer to embracing the career education concept. My
purpose here is to provide a basis for practicing work experience
educators to decide, for themselves, exactly how close this relation-
ship has become and to decide the extent to which they feel it

desirable to move even closer.
To accomplish this purpose, I would like to divide this piesenta-

don in three parts. First, it seems important that I review briefly the
broad conceptual base of work experience education. Second, 1 want
to devote particular attention to the conceptual meaning of the
four-letter word "work" as it is used in career education. Finally, I
would like to raise a number of questions which work experience
educators must answer for themselves as they consider relationships
between career education and work experience education.

Basic Concepts of Career Education

There is no need to review here the entire range of career
education concepts. Instead, I have selected a very few which I think
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are most germane to the basic question of similarities and differences
between career education and work experience education.

The first of these concepts deals with definitions. Three defini-
tions are essential to understand as a basis for examining the generic
definition of career education in the OE policy paper, AN INTRO-
DUCTION TO CAREER EDUCATION. All three are contained in
that paper. They include:

a. "work" conscious effort, other tlran that involved hi activities
whose primary purpose is either coping or relaxation, aimed at
producing benefits for oneself or for oneself and others.

h, "career" the totality of work one does in her or his lifetime.
c, "education" - the totality of experiences through which one

learns.
These three definitions have led us to offer the following generic
definition of career education:

"career e:lucation" is defined as the totality of experiences
through which one learns about and prepares to engage in work as
part of her or his way of living.

Taken together, these definitions form the following basic career
education concepts: (1) "work" includes both paid employment and
unpaid work: (2) since "career" is the totality of work done in one's
whole lifetime, one does not "change" careers rather, one's career
develops starting in the pre-school years and continuing into the
retirement years: and (3) "education" and "schooling" are not
synonymous terms - "education" takes place in more places than
school buildings, in more ways than through books, and "teaching"
is not limited to persons whose occupational title is "teacher,"

The second basic career education concept is that career education
is for all students at all levels of education. It must begin no later
than kindergarten and continues through all of formal education and
all of adult education. No student at any level is potentially m0re in
need of career education than any other.

The third basic career education concept is that it is not something
schools can do by themselves. Instead, career education is pictured as
a collaborative effort involving the formal education system, the
business-labor-industry community, and the home/family structure.
The key word here is "collaboration" - which obviously implies a
much closer relationship than the word "cooperation."

The fourth basic career education concept is that of infusion into
all parts of education and into all educationa programs. It is not a
new program to be added to the many that now exist.

Finally, the word "fusion" is equally as important as the word
"infusion" in the career education concept. Career education,
conceptually, is a fusion of two philosophies - the philosophies of
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vocationalism and of humanism - with two processes - the career
development process and the teaching/learning process. Time will not
permit me to explain this concept, but I hope it is one you will think
about.

These, then, are the basic concepts of career education that seem
to me to be most germane to questions of relationships between
career education and work experience education. I will return to
their implications in the final portion of this presentation.

The Concept of "Work" in Career Education

I would like to turn now to a more detailed exrianation of the
concept of "work" as that term is used in career education. I have a
feeling that it may differ, in several ways, from the operational
meaning of "work" as it is currently used in work experience
education. My purpose is not to convince you that our notions
regarding "work" are right. Rather, my only purpose is to try to
make clear both our concerns and our concepts regarding work.

As used in career education, the word "work" is a very humanistic
indeed. It refers to the human need of all human beings to

- to accomplish - to achieve - to produce. It is the need we all have
to know we are valuable and are valued because we have done
something - to know that someone needs me for something - that the
world is, in some way and to some extent, benefited because I exist
and I have done. As the term is used in career education, "work" is
not properly thought of as a societal obligation. Rather, it is best
thought of as a 1man right of all human beings.

In my vinv, it is through "work" that each of us best discovers
who If we were to ask any stranger to tell us who he/she is,
that strait., would most probably begin by identifying himself/her-
self to us 1,y ;-erlating his/her name, hometown, physical characteris-
tics, and, perhaps, even his/her age. Such a description, while helpful
in distinguishing one individual from another, is not at all helpful in

understanding that individual. Wc best understand another person
primarily through her/his accomplishments through what the indi-
vidual has done. The existentialist will tell us that any individual can
become aware of his/her being through simply a contemplation
process. We would contend that the difference between "awareness"
and "understanding" is very great indeed. "Work" is a means by
which any individual - youth or adult - can understand himself/her-
self and, in addition, help others understand who he/she is.

More importantly, "work" is a means available to each of us for
discovering why we are - the purpose we have for being on this earth.
It is a way available to each of us for finding a personal meaning and
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meaningftdness in our existence. It' is a means available to every
human being yOLII1 tnd old alike for understanding that she/he is
imporLnt and worthwhile.

I have a feeling that we have spent far too much time in education
telling our pupils they are important and too little time letting them
discover their own importance through those things they fulve been
abie to accomplish. We have spent far too much time telling our
pupils how they have failed and too little time letting them discover
how they have succeeded. That is why career education seeks to
impart a "success," rather than a "failure," strategy into the total
teaching/learning process. There is an important point to be made
here that demands I take time to give you two additional definitions
that I use in career education. These are: (a) "vocation" defined as
a primary work role; and (b) "occupation" - defined as a primary
work role in the world of paid employment. Viewed in the context
of these two definitions, it is obvious that every student has a
"vocation" a primary work role - namely, the vocation of a "stu-
dent." We in career education do not believe that the student needs
to leave the classroom in onlei to experience "work."

Having said this, 1,..1 ikht.:.n to add that, in no way, do those of
us in career education consider "work experience" logged as a
student in a classroom to be sufficient. We are well aware of the fact
that no individual's "work'' can be limited to that of "student."
Most persons, with the exception of those who become educators,
will spend much of their adult life working in non-educL,tional
settings. All persons must be prepared to apply the concept of work
in productive use of leisure time. Most persons will spend a
considerable portion of their lives in the world of paid employment.
For all of these reasons, we in career education consider "work
experience," in addition to that found in classrooms per se, to be an
important opportunity to be made available to all students.

We in career education are not so naive as to believe that the
concept of work, as I have described it here, is to be found available
today in all jobs in the world of paid employment. We are well aware
of the fact that many individuals who find jobs fail to find work.
Instead, they find "labor" - a condition which is disliked, is

performed largely only for survival purposes, and which brings little,
if any, personal sense of accomplishment or pride to the individual.
We think this condition can be gyeatly alleviated if more attention is
paid to humanizing the work place and we are active supporters of
such efforts. At the same time, we realize that humanization of the
work place is a long way off for many occupations and, for many
others, can be accomplished only to a relatively small extent. That is
why career education insists that unpaid work - including volunteer7
ism, work of the full-time homemaker, and work in which individuals
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engage as part of their leisure time be included in the career
educatiwt concept. After all, those persons who find themselves in
dehumanizing jobs in the world of paid employment are no less
important as human beings than are any others. We could not be true
to the humanistic basis for career education if we failed to include
unpaid work in our concept.

As used in career education, the word "work" does not allow for
statements that say such things as "fie doesn't want to work." Such
expressions may well pertain to some individuals' perceptions of the
jobs available to them in the world of paid employment, but they
have nothing to do with the human need and the God-given right of
every human being to experience work - and so to find meaning and
meaningfulness in his/her total existence.

Implications of the Career Education Concept for Work Experieht
Educators

As a final portion of this presentation, I would like to comment
briefly on what I regard as several important implications of the
career education concept for possible roles and functions of work
experience educators. In doing so, I am well aware of the fact that
many work experience educators have already changed in many of
these ways. I simply want to set the record straight in terms of my
own hopes and aspirations for closer working relationships between
career education and work experience education.

First, and most basic, it seems to me there is a clear challenge to
consider the possibility of making work experience a general
educational nvthodologyrather than a specific kind of educational
program for use, in varying ways, in the total teach-
ing/learnir g process beginning in the early elementary grades and
continuir7, through all of higher education. To accomplish this, it
would, cc course, be essential that decision makers in education
embrace k L.11 the concept of work and the importance of experien-
tial learning. I have a feeling that we are closer to that point now
than many persons now working in education - including both career
education and work experience educationrecognize.

Second, it seems to me that the implications of unpaid, as well as
paid work experience, hold important challenges for change in the
role and functions of work experience educatbrs. I am firmly
convinced that, if career exploration is the goal, unpaid work
experience in the world of paid employment holds far greater
potential than does paid work experience. As the student moves
closer to making bonafide occupational choices; paid work experi-
ence - including the responsibilities of being productive and fully
accountable - become more important. Exploratory, unpaid work
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experience opp( quinines involving frequent changes in work station
assi.,..mnient should. n seem,. to me. ht:gin no later than the junior
high school years and should he made available to those students
Ixlio remain undecided well into the college and university years.

Third. I am firmly convillet.d that. somewhere in edw:ation. we
must begin paying more attentiok than e have ill the past to work
ex perience opportunities designed to help individuais make more
productive use of their leisure time. Whether this function will
hecome part of the joh description of today's work experience
educ !tors or whether someone else will perform it is still an open
questitm. I do not think the need for this kind of activity .Thould
delayed any longer.

Fourth. I am convinced that g,cat and important challenges exist
for tod;:y's work experience educators in becoming active partici-
pants :!!LI I '-rs in attempts to infuse career education concepts
into (rom the kindergarten through the graduate college.
lelping l cls understand and capitalize on the career implications

0'. their subject matter. obtaining resource persons from the
husiness-lahor-industry-professional community for the classroom,
observatit mai and exploratory field trips for students into 'the
husiness-lahor-industry-prolessional community, and the establish-
ment of work simulation centers available to both youth and to
adults in the connininity arc some of the kinds of activities I am
talking a hont here.

Filth, I am firmly convinced that, it' they choose to do so. great
need and great opportunities exist for work experience educators to
be active leaders in teacher inservice efforts in career education. Wc
are much closer to having wnl, experience educators employed at
the building level than we are .o having "career education specialists"
ill each school building. My feeling, at this time, is that, while I

support the notion of having a career education coordinator at the
school system level. I am opposed to creating this new breed of
specialists under an assumption that they will bc operating at the
building level. At the building level. I could see several kinds of
persons including work experience educators, school counselors, or
subject matter specialists serving as the career education "orchestra-
tor" while the building principal serves as the career education
"administrator." It is an opportunity that exists today for many
work experience educators. Whether or not you think it wise to seize
this opportunity . of course, up to you.

I have triPd here to: (a) make certain basic career education
concepts clear so they may be compared with work experience
concepts; (h) discuss the concept of work, as a humanizing term, and
as the absolute bedrock on which the career education concept
exists; and (c) outline several possible implications for change in role
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and function of work experience educators that grow out of the
career education concept. In doing so, my goal has been to provide
work experience educators with some basis for determining their
own directions for professional change. It is my sincere belief that
,:areer education and work experience education belong together. I
would hope that some of on may share this belief with me.
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BUSINESS OFFICE OCCUPATIONS AND DISTRIBUTIVE
EDUCATION: KEYS TO CAREER EDUCATION

USOE Coimnissioner Dr. T. II. Bell has described career education
as "going :Ind growing- throtiut the United States. Ample
justifiCation for C0111111iSSI011er 11,.1 ,,Htement exists. It is evident in
the 46 State departments of edtication who now have career edu-
cation coordinators. It can he seen In the 10 StateS IlOw having career
education kgislation and the 19 States where such lqnslation is

not under consideration. The fact that, when P.L. 93-380 was sigiied
into law on August 21, 1974, career education became the law of ihe
land, rather than a perrogative of the Administration, is gerinr,' to
this point. So, too, is the increasing numbers of organizations and
associations endorsing the career education concept. perhaps most
significant is the estimate of the Career Education Task Force of the
Council of Chief State School Officers that, of the 17,000 school
districts in the USA, about 5,000 are engaged in career education
activities during the 1974-75 school year. Career education is

stronger now than at any time in the past.
In spite of all these encouraging signs, (7areer education is still

faced with many challenges and problems. Among such problems,
one of the most obvious is the relative slowness with which career
education is being implemented at the senior high school level. True,
some outstanding senior high school career education programs are
now operating. However, by and large, career education has been
implemented much more frequently and much more effectively at
the elementary and junior high school levels than in the senior high
school, I know few who would argue this point.

Vocational educators have played key roles in implementing career
education at the elementary and junior high school levels. Yet, in the
senior high schools where most vocational educators are employed,
we have not ....en a corresponding dedication of effort. This. I

suspect, is much mere due to a perceived lack of authority and
responsibility than to any lack of interest or concern on the part of
vocational educators. It is hard to become part of the solution when,
for years, vocational education has been perceived to be part of the
problem. It is even harder to assume a leadership role with colleagues
in other parts of education who, for years, have regarded vocational
educators as "less respectable" members of the profession. The
difficulty of a task bears no necessary'relationship to its importance

to its appropriateness at any particular point in time. It is, in my
opinion, time that vocational educators, from every area of voca-
tional education, assume responsibility for making career education
work in the senior high school.
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As I tInnk about the challenges. there l' flO ltL,.t ol vocational
education that. III Ill opinion, does not have 1 key and crucial role
to play in this el lort. While I would pose a different set of challenges
for each AVA I consider that each can and should become
deeply involved in maki,ng career education operational in (he senior
high school. Here, my remarks will lie limited to challenges fa.ing
vocational educators working in the areas of business and otlice
occupations and in distributive education. 1 group these area, not
because I fail to recognize their differences. but snnply beca ise 1

consider their potential for effecting positive caange to carr ii any
of the same kinds of action implications.

There are three goals here. First, I would like to specify the basic
kinds of changes needed in the senior high school in order for career
education to work. Second, I would like to conunent briefly on
those changes in terms of the present nature of business. office, and
distributive education. Finally, I would like to present a set of action
suggestions for your consideration.

Career Education: Challenges For Change In The Senior High School

Career education's success is dependent on its ability to effect
change in American Education. Of the many kinds of change
involved, the most basic are those found in the teaching-learning
process. While, to be sure, many of these changes require the
sanction and encouragement of school administrators, they are seen
operationally in the ways in which learning experiences are made
available to students. Among the many changes in the teaching-learn-
ing process called for by career education, the following seem
particularly appropriate to this discussion:

I. A change toward emphasizing education, as preparation for
work, (both paid and unpaid) as a prominent and permanent
goal of all who teach and of all who learn.

2. A change toward expanding all curricular areas in ways that
provide meaningful substance and opportunities for choice by
bot:; those who plan to attend college and by those who do
not.

3. A change toward emphasizing performance evaluation as a
major and important way of assessing student achievement.

4. A change toward providing students opportunities to acquire
general career skills (including both basic vocational skills and
good work habits) that can be useful in a wide range of
occupations.

5. A change toward using persons from the business-labor-indus-
try-professional-government community as resource persons in
the classroom.
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6. A change toward increasing work experience opportunities for
students that takes place outside of the school as one means of
supplementing (Note: NOT substituting ./l)r) student learning in
the classroom.

7. A change toward teacher efforts aimed at enhancing career
development, including career decisionmaking, on the part of
all students.

Career education will not be effectively implemented in the senior
high school until and unless most of today's senior high school
teachers accept and try to meet these challenges for change. When

one thinks about senior high school teachers throughout the country,
it is obvious that much remains to be done.

Business, Office, and Distributive Teachers: A Model For Change

As I think about these seven challenges for change, I am often
struck by the fact that an excellent model for all teachers to consider
already exists in many senior high schools. That model is found in
the business and office occupations and in the distributive education
teachers in our schools. Here, I would like to illustrate this fact
through making a few observations with reference to each of these
seven changes in light of current practices of business and office
occupations and of distributive education teachers.

First, in these fields, it is obvious that not all students are
motivated toward a desire to acquire job specific skills when they
enroll in classes. Many of these students want to acquire skills that
can be useful to them in their broader life roles, not in their specific
places of employment. Neither business and office occupations nor
distributive education, as parts of vocational education, have insisted

that all students enrolled in their classes do so for purposes of
acquiring job specific skills. This, of course, is not to say that such
skills are not emphasized, but only that they are not such an
automatic requirement as to keep students with other reasons for
learning from enrolling in some courses found in these fields.

Second, the fields of business and office occupations and
distributive education are clearly pictured as appropriate for and
available to students contemplating college attendance as well as to
those who will seek employment immediately upon leaving the
secondary school. These fields have, almost from the beginning,
provided for the full range of student talents and interests found in
the senior high school. They have clearly demonstrated that, where
appropriate, both students contemplating college attendance and
those who do not can learn from each other and learn to respect each
other in the same classes. While this, of course, frequently happens in
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other areas of vocational education, it is taken for granted in business
and office and in distributive education.

Third, performance evaluation has always been a hallmark of
business and office occupations. Typing skills are measured by speed
and accuracy at the typewriter Accounting skills are measured by
successful completion of problems. Shorthand skills are assessed
almost exclusively through performance evaluation. The emphasis is
always on accomplishments of the student, not her or his failure to
accomplish. Each student is encouraged to use himself or herself as a
standard with a goal of improving on past performance. While this,
too, is taken for granted in these programs, it should be easy to see
how different this is from many other parts of the school.

Fourth, partly as an outgowth of their performaft:- inphasis,
these areas of vocational education have always placed a high reliance
on consciously emphasizing good work habits. Perhaps even more
important, thcir curricular structure is obviously arranged in such a
manner that general career skills, applicable across a very wide range

occupations and also useful outside one's place of paid employ-
ment, arc emphasized in the basic courses offered in both business
and office occupations and in distributive education. The general
career skills goals of career education are nothing new to these fields.

Fifth, these fields have always made extensive use of persons from
the business community as resource persons in the classroom and as
members of advisory councils. While a common practice in all of
vocational education, it is significant that the use of such persons in
both business and office occupations and in distributive education
includes an emphasis on the,college-bound students as well as on
those who will seek immediate employment upon leaving the
secondary school.

Sixth, these fields have been leaders in establishing work experi-
ence progams (including many varieties of work-study) for students
in ways that supplement and reenforce classroom learning activities.
Both of these fields have recognized and resisted any move to
substitute any form of work experience, in toto, for classroom
instruction. They stand as leaders of the concept that, while
emphasizing and utilizing work experience, we do so in ways that
benefit both students and employers through related classroom
instruction. While some disagreement exists within career education
regarding the relationships between work experience and classroom
instruction, I stand squarely on the side of those who view work
experience as a supplementary form of education and not as a
supplanting device.

Seventh, both the fields of business and office occupations and
distributive education have been established on sound career develop-
ment principles. Unlike most other areas of vocational education,
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there are clearly established patterns for moving one's occupational
preparation program from the secondary to the postsecondary levels
in four-year colleges and universities as well as in community college
settings. Moreover, at the secondary school level, both fields have
emphasized broad career exploratory experiences cuttina across a
wide number of occupations fully as much as they have emphasized
job specific skill acquisition. Ilere, too, they differ from some other
parts of vocational education. In yet another crucial aspect of career
development, they :e simil;ir to other vocational education areas in
that they place a high reliank.k. cal active youth groups.

In all of these ways, the ;ields of business and office occupations
and distributive education have, for years, successfully bridged the
gap between those who regard themselves as "academic educators"
and those who call themselves "vocational educators." In this sense,
persons teaching in fields have already become "career educators"
which, of course, is what we hope will. become thk. goal of all
educators at the senior high school level. They have demonstrated,
through their actions and the programs they operate, that the kinds
of changes called for by career education can be accomplished.
Further, they have demonstrated that they work. In my opinion,
both business and office occupations and distributive education
represent career education in action,

Making Change Happen

I am well aware of the fact that not all persons currently working
in the fields of business and occupations and in distributive
education are operating as I have pictured them here. If what I have

said here has validity, the obvious first task is one of engaging in
communication and aaining commitment among those now working

in these fields. Without downplaying the importance nor the
difficulty of this task, I would like to devote the remainder of this
presentation to a brief discussion of efforts I hope persons from
these fields can and will make to encourage all senior high school
teachers to become, in part, "career educators."

I would like to see teachers from the business and office
occupations and from the distributive education fields take an active
role in converting the so-called "academic" teachers to career
education. One opportunity for doing so is to emphasize the many
ways in which such teachers are making direct contributions to:the
career preparation of students enrolled in business and office and in
distributive education. The importance and the career implications of
English, mathematics, and natural sciences, and the social sciences
for such students are obvious. Business and office, as well as
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distributive education teachers, could make significant contributions
to career education by making such implications clear to those

teaching such subjects.
Students in business and office and in distributive education could

also be asked to raise, with academic teachers, career implications of
subject matter. By so doing, they can not only stimulate such
teachers to consider career implications, but they may also serve as
effective stimulators for other students to raise similar questions.

The contacts business and office occupations and distributive
education teachers have with the business community can be used to
make similar contacts for other academic teachers who wish to use
resource persons from that community in their classrooms. In this
way, such teachers can serve to effectively increase the number and
variety of resource persons available to teachers who, in the past,
have concerned themselves only with the "college-bound" students.

*The vast amount of experience business and office occupations
teachers have accumulated in translating performance evaluation
measures in to grades and credits represents an area of expertise to be

shared with all other educators. Both the philosophical and the
practical implications of using performance measures in this way,
while perhaps taken for granted by those in this field, are matters
that many senior high school teachers have never considered. Since
many students to whom the business and office occupations teacher
applies such measures are the same ones with whom "academic"
teachers have in their classes, there exists an easy and natural way of
raising the subject with them.

The direct emphasis on general career skills which has, for so many
years, been a part of both the business and office occupations and of
the distributive education fields, can serve as an attractive and
acceptable approach to providing a career emphasis for those

academic teachers who are "turned ofr' by a direct emphasis on job
specific training. The concept of unpaid work, as part of one's total
lifestyle, can be seen clearly in the goals of business and office
occupations and of distributive education teachers and used to
emphasize the importance of this aspect of career education to
teachers who consider themselves as concerned only with "college-
bound" students.

Opportunities for effecting change in other vocational education
teachers are fully as great as are those for effecting change in the
so-called "academic" teachers. Business and office occupations and
distributive education teachers are both well accepted and higher
respected members of the family of vocational educators. As such,
they, perhaps more than any others, will find vocational educators
willing to listen to suggestions that room be found, in vocational
education classes, for some college-bound students who want to pick
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up a degree of vocational skill that they could use in leisure-time
work. Such practices hold great potential for helping vocational
education become better accepted and, as has been well illustrated
by the business and office occupations field, can improve the general
quality or students who enroll for job specifie training,

.1-he conscientious way in which both business and office

occupations and distributive education teachers have used their
course offerings for career exploration as well as for imparting job
specific skills is a second illustration of desired change among all
vocational educators. To make ioom for some students who aren't
sure they want to commit themselves to a full-blown vocational skill
preparation program has paid handsome dividends for both the
business and office occupations and for the distributive education
fields. lt could pay similar dividends to all vocational educators.

Further, the purposeful close working relationships between
secondary and postsecondary programs of vocational preparation
built by these two fields is certainly well worth emulating for all
vocational neas. True, some vocational areas would have trouble
finding direct counterparts at the four-year college md university

level, but ill should be able to relate secordar, school programs to
postsecondary occupational education programs at the community

college level.
All that I have been trying to say here today can be summarized in

a very few remarks. First. I tried to indicate that, while the career
education movement is indeed a "going and growing" movement,
much remains to be done to make it effective at the senior high
school level, Second. I outlined a number of changes that must take

place in senior high school classrooms in order for effective career
education to be provided. Third. I tried to illustrate that both the
business and office occupations and the distributive education fields
have been built in ways that are already consistent with these kinds

of changes.
It is this belief that leads me to call teachers from both fields

"career educators." Finally. I tried to suggest a number of ways in
which today's business and office occupations and distributive
education teachers could move to convert both academic teachers
and vocational educators into "career educators." I ask it, not in the

name of career education, but rather in the name of the entire

student body that each of us should be dedicated to serving.
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CAREER EDUCATION: STRATEGIES AND DILEMMAS

In 1902, I appeared before this group and asked your help in
fostering the development of post high school vocational-tednncal
education. Today, I come asking your help in losterMg implementa-
tion of the career education concept. The basic dynamics involved
are, to inc. strikingly similar in that now, ;is then, I W;15 convinced of
(a) the importance of the concept. 1H the aticiA role State directors
of vocational education must play in solving the problem, (c) the
absolute necessity for involvement of forces Outside vocational
education in seeking solutions, and (d) my own inability to
formulate i final blueprint for use in solving tlk. problems that seem
to me to be present.

Now, as then, I feel much more knowledgeable ;Mout the problem
than the solution. lf, I 2 years from now, you have devoted the same
amount of energy, expertise, and commitment to career education as
you have, during the past 12 years, to the problem of post high
school vocational-technical education, I have no doubt but that real
progress will have been made. It is in hope that this will occur that I
appear before you today.

There are three goals here. First. I want to give you a very brief
capsule summary of career education's current status. Second, I

want to characterize and discuss several major attitudinal problems
currently faL,ng career eduLation. Finally. I want to leave time to
listen to the good advice I know you can give me in terms of
suggested problern solving actions.

Current Status of Career Education: A Capsule Summary

Since coming to LISOF in February 1974, I have had opportunity
to gather some data, study other data, and observe much regarding
career education in the United States. lksre, without boring you with
statistics, I would like to summarize the current status of career
education as it now seems to me. The total picture demands that I
give you both some positive and some negative perceptions.

In a positive vein, I think it is safe to say the following: (1) Local
school enthusiasm for career education is greater than that seen at
the SEA level, hut SEA efforts are greater than the current Federal
effort: (2) Good consensus exists among career education leaders at
the National, State, and local levels regarding the basic nature, goals,
and implementation strategies for career education; (3) Some
positive evidence related to the effectiveness of career education is
now present; (4) The professional literature voicing opinions regard-
ing career education continues to be more positive than negative; and
(5) The financial base for support of career education has been
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extended beyond that derived from vocational education monies.
Data are available to substantiate each of these observations.

I see no sign that interest in or enthusiasm for career education is
on the decline. True, the sources of interest and support have shifted
somewhat during the last three years, but that is another matter.

On the negative side, it seems to ine that we must face the

following kinds of sobering facts: ( 1) Implementation of career
education has occurred primarily at the K-8 level with much less
emphasis in our senior high schools and very sparse emphasis at the

community college, four year college and university, or adult
education levels: (2) The quantity of the career education effort has
far outstripped its quality: (3) Career education remains largely a
matter of overpromise and under-delivery for such special segments

of the population as the poor, the physically and mentally
handicapped, minorities, the gifted and talented, and for females: (4)
Large segments of the professional education community remain
distrustful of career education -and large segments of the general
puNic have not yet even heard of it: and (5) The true collaborative
effort- involving the formal educational system, the business-labor-
industry-professional-government community, and the home and
family called for by career education has yet to take place.

Such negative facts are, to me, discouraging but not defeating. If I
were not convinced that each could be overcome, I would not name
them in so specific a fashion. Each fact is, to me, rooted in attitudes
that must be changed. I want now to devote the remainder of this
paper to a discussion of such attitudes.

BASIC ATTITUDINAL PROBLEMS
FACING CAREER EDUCATION

The common criticisms of career education voiced in the literature
grow basically out of misunderstandings. They include such charges
as the following: (a) Career education is anti-intellectual; (b) Career
education will lower our standards; (c) Career education is anti-
humanistic; (d) Career education is trying to keep students out of
college: (e) Career education is a subterfuge for the expansion of
vocational education; (f) Career education will mean tracking of
students; (g) Career education hasn't been clearly defined; and (h)
Career education is inviting external control of our schools. Each of
these charges can be and has been answered. (Hoyt, 1974)

The problems I want to discuss here have not, to date, verbalized
as part of the career education controversy. In effect, they constitute
what might be considered the "hidden agenda" of resistance. I have
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serious questions regarding how each should be solved. I want here to
specify the problems and se....k your assistance in solving each.

"Where's the Money?"

The first problem can be characterized as a "where's the money"
attitude. The sources of this problem seem to me to be two in
number. One source is in those who seem to believe that, if
something isn't expensive, it cannot be very important. By judging
the importance of a given educational activity only in terms of the
proportion of the educational budget allocated to it, they assign
career education a low priority because it requires relatively few
funds. The second source of this attitude is found in those who have
never experienced any major change in American education coming
about unless the Federal Government induced schools to change
througli providing massive financia: support programs. Such persons,
upon observing the sizeable Federal demonstration grants for career
education in the last three years, say, in effect. "1, too, am ready to
initiate career education --where's my S500,000?"

Two items physical plant and equipment costs plus staff sala-
ries account for over ninety percent of the cost of education. Career
education does not demand new buildings or rooms since it is not
seen as a separate "course." It does not demand expensive equipment
since most of its materials are either "homemade" by teachers and
students or donated by the community. It does not require a large
staff since its basic rationale calls for all staff members to be
involved. For all of these reasons, the amount seen as required for
the implementation of career education is bound to represent a
relatively small portion of th_ total educational budget.

To date, my basi..: strategy has been one of asking school
administrators building principals and superintendents to assume
leadership roles in career education. Reasons for employing this
strategy include: (a) Career education demands coordination of all
educational personnel and this should be a function of the
administrator; (b) Career education is dependent on establishing
collaborative relationships with the community which, in turn,
depends on basic school policies for which administrators are
responsible; (c) I am fearful that, if "career education specialists" are
appointed, other staff members will be reluctant to assume career
education responsibilities; and (d) I am fearful that any new school
program calling for increasing school budgets substantially will not
be well accepted by the taxpayers. Thus, I have been championing a
concept that holds that, while career education is exceedingly
important, it does not have to be expensive.
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Perhaps this strategy is wrong. If so, we must numediately begin to
face problems associated with the preparation and employment Of

career education coordinators and specialists. Such thoughts raise, in
my mind, the spector of M.A. and Ph D degrees in Career Education,
the establishment of certification requirements For career education
personnel, and the formulation of something probably called the
"American Career Llucation Association." I am very afraid that, if
these things happen, our goal of using career education as an

integrative vehicle is doomed to failure. The problem must be

discussed. Stated simply, it is "Do we need special personnel in order

to operate effective career education proosams?" Your advice on this

matter would be most deeply appreciated.

"If I Can't Control it, I'm Not Interested"

The second problem can be characterized as a "If I can't control
it, I'm not interested" attitude. One of the prUne complaints of '.abor
union leaders, for example, is that they are not being consulted
regarding work experience and work study aspects of career
education. Business leaders want a voice in determining matters
related to field trips and the use of their personnel as resource
persons in the classrooms, The Council of Chief State School Officers
has issued strong statements regarding their leadership rights and
responsibilities in career education. The National Education Associa-

tion leadership has declared that the classroom teacher is the key to a
successful career education effort and must be deeply involved in

career education progam decisions. Even these few examples will
serve to illustrate the seriousness of the problem.

Coming closer to home for the vocational education community,

it is obvious that some vocational educators lost interest in career
education when career education began to voice concerns that
extended beyond vocational education. In some States, vocational
education funds have been withdrawn from career education with no
apparent concern for the effect such withdrawal may have on the
total career education movement. It is almost as though, if a given
activity is not fully supported by vocational education funds, some
vocational educators develop a lack of trust in the activity due
largely to the fact that they do not totally control it.

To me, this seems very strange indeed. The AVA resolution on
Career Education. passed in Atlanta in 1973, simultaneously ex-
pressed a continuing endorsement for career education along with a

plea that additional funding sources be found. That resolution, as I

read it, said nothing about withdrawing all vocational education
funds from the career education movement.
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For my part, it mak,.:s no more sense for vocational educ:ation to
move away from career education than for career education to move
away from vocational education. Career education and vocational
education need each other. As career education moves beyond
vocational education, it must be sure to never move away from the
field of vocational education. A very great deal of my energy is, and
will continue to be. dedicated to making sure that this does not
happen.

The essential strategy I. have been using is one of seeking a small
amount of money specifically earmarked for career education. I hope
to use this money to encourage such additional funds as are needed
front all other parts of education and from the business-labor-indus-
try-professional coimnunity. This strategy is based on an assumption
that control of any enterprise is, in many ways, operationally defined
by its funding sources. I have assumed that, it' fiscal responsibility
can be shared, then the collaborative goals of career education can
and will be met. I think all parts of our formal educational system
should have a voice in forming career education policies and that
both the business-labor-industry-professional-government community
and the home and family structure should also have such a voice.
This strategy will be most difficult to implement unless fiscal
responsibility for career education is shared.

Perhaps this strategy. too, is wrong. The alternative, of course, is
to seek categorical career education funds in sufficient amounts to
fund all career education efforts. At the Federal. State, and local
levels. this would constitute a major change in policies now in
common existence. This, then, is a second matter on which your
advice is badly needed.

"What's Mine is Mine"

A third serious problem can be seen as a "What's mine mine"
attitude. So long as career education was viewed as simply a concept,
an attitude, and a point of view, this problem did not exist. That is.
where there is no substance, nothing is "taken away" from nyon;.:.
It was only when people in career education began to think in ...erms
of programs, rather than simply concepts, that this problem arose.

At this point in time, most persons who write about carear
education are doing so in programmatic terms. They speak about
career awareness, career exploration, career decisionmaking, career
preparation, career entry, and career progression (including re-educa-
tion) as programmatic elements of career education. Career educa-
tion programs are being organized in ways that emphasize the
important contributions many parts of the formal educational
system and the broader community make to various aspects of career
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education. This trend towards speaking programmatically about
career education was, in its early stages, strongly re-enforced by the
1971 "Position Paper on Career Education" issued by the State
Directors of Vocational Education in which the following statements
appear:

It is this latter component of Career Education -that of
opportunity to prepare for employment- which can be well-served
by contemporary programs of occupational education. To deny
this climaxing opportunity () is to nullify the purpose of Career
Education...."
"2. Career Education is not synonymous with Vocational diaca-
tion but Vocational Education is a major part of (_'are,:r
Education."
Note that, in this 1971 statement, the State Dirctors of

Vocational Education, while intent on carving out a major part of
Career Education for vocational education, emphasized strongly that
it was career preparation they were speaking about and t they did
not claim other parts of career education as belonging in voc:itional
education.

In a strategy sense, I have been attempting to emphasize the
multir:e in...olvement of a wide variety of kinds of personnelboth
from within arid outside of the formal educational systemin each
of the programmatic components of career education. Rather than
assign each component to a different segment of persons, I have been
trying to demonstrate that, by work:Mg together in a collaborative
fashi.:;:., many segments of both Education and the larger society can
make valuable contributions to each of career education's progam
components. Usually, I think of one kind of personnel as key but
with supportive assistance from many others. For example, I think of
the elementary teacher as a key person in career awareness, but I
look for involvement of parents, counselors, vocational educators,
and resource persons from the business-labor-industry-professional
community in the total career awareness component of the career
educational program. I tend not to worry about who gets "credit"
for helping students, but, rather, how much help the student receives
in this component of career education.

Similarly, I contend that, while vocational educators play a major
role in occupational preparation, important roles are also played by
academic educators for college bound students and by business and
labor personnel for all students. When I think about the career
decisionmaking component of career education, I see the career
guidance specialist playing a key role, but I do not see him or-her as
the only functionary in this component of career education. It is this
kind of true collaboration that, in my opinion, will allow career
education to serve as an integrative force that will bring many parts
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of the educational system and the larger society together in seeking
to attain the goals of career education.

In terms of legislative strategy, my current position is that I would
strongly support efforts of both AVA and of APGA to fund
functionaries (personnel) from both fields in a wide variety of career
educi:'iim's program components. I do not feel I can support efforts
to claim that the AnctUms themselves are the exclusive right of
either vocational education or of guidance personnel. Tlw functions
should, it ccems to me, be supported in career education legislation.
The pk ,iake is an "anti-turkmanship" one aimed at assuring that
no sing la of Education assumes control of any given component
of c:ti ccr education. Unless this "anti-turfsmanshir strategy suc-
ceed I he collaborative and integrative goals of career education
cam:. 'w met.

At tins point, I very much need and want some direct advice. If I
am simply "tilting at windmills" where there is no real danger, I need
to understand that this is so. If, on the other hand, you agree with
me that a problem exists, then I need suggestions and assistance in
solving it.

"What's In It For Me?"

Finally, a fourth problem can be thaught of as a "What's in it for
me?" attitude. The entire researcl, base of the psychology of
motivation i illustrative of the fact that no mortal person engages in
endeavors that promise no hope of personal benefit. For career
education to seek the collaborative efforts of all education personnel,
personnel from the business-labor-industry-professional-government
community, and from the horne and family structure demands that
each segment see some sensible answer to the "What's in it for me?"
question. The obvious danger, with a movement such as career
education which is still young, weak, and undernourished, is one of
over-promise and under-delivei y What can and should we promise to
those we seek to involve in career education?

"Fo date, our promises have been much more prominent than our
products. Anmng the promises we have made are the killowing:

We have promised teachers that, if they follow a career
education approach, both they and their students will enjoy
school more
We have promised both parents and businessmen that a career
education approach to Nlucation will result in students increas-
ing their achievement levels in the basic academic skills
We have promised vocational educators that career edtwation
will rais the status of vocational education and that vocational
education will become a true choice to he considered by all
students
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Wc have promised counselors that, in career education, they will
have t key kind crucial role to play that will increase both the
need for and the status of counselots
We have promised the business-labor-industry-professional-
government community that a career education emphasis will
result in more persons leaving our educational system equipped
work vocational skills, with good work habits, and with a desire
to work
We have promised students, at all levels of education from the
elementary school th.ough the university, that a career educa-
tion emphasis will help them discover a more meaningful set of
reasons for learning
We have promised the humanists in Education that, by including
unpaid work as well as paid employment in the career education
concept, career education will have a humanizing, rather than a
dehumanizing, impact
We have promised the liberal arts education that we will
emphasize education as preparation for work as one among
several basic goals of Education in ways that neither demean nor
detract from other goals
We have promised minorities, the economically disadvantaged,
the physically and mentally handicapped, the gifted and
talented, females, and adult education students that career
education is intended to meet their needs to find work that is
possible, meaningful, and satisfying to them.

We have promised all of these things because we have faith that
career education can, indeed, deliver on each of these promises.
People have believed us and, according to CCSSO preliminary data,
approximately 5,000 of the 17,000 school districts in the United
States have initiated some form of career education effort. Yet, the
hard tr..ith is that, three years and over 60 million dollars of
expenditures later, we are essentially still asking all of these groups to
accept career education on the basis of our faith in this movement.

Our strategy has been one of concentrating our major operational
and evaluation efforts at the point of least resistance the elementary
school. We have hit first that part of Education where the least
amount of change is needed and where our chances of obtaining
positive results appeared to be greatest. This strategy assumes that, if
we can demonstrate concrete successes at the elementary school
level, other levels of Education will be encouraged to move in a
career education direction. We have purposely, it seems, stayed away
from a concentrated emphasis on those points in Education where the
results would be most dramatic - i.e,, the transition from school to
the world of paid em.loyment -because the risks of failure, in these
days, seems extremely great.
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It may well be that, if we are really sr.:rious about attaining the
integration of vocational and academic education, we should be
concentrating our efforts at that level of education where the two
have been in most obvious conflict - the senior high school. Such a
strategy, while hoRling high potential for negative short-term results,
also holds high potential for making clear to all concerned the basic
concepts of career education in terms of the challenges for change
that they hoRl. Again, we are faced with a problem on which both
help and advice is badly needed. Are we promising too much? Are we
concentrating delivery of promises on the wrong people and at the
wrong levels? What strategy will best ensure the long run survival and
success of the career education movement?

The National Association of State Directors of Vocational
Education has, since the inception of career education, played a key
leadership role in both the conceptualization and the implementation
of career education. As a resuR, the career education movement has
evolved in ways that closely approximat ,. the conceptual view
contained in the Association's 1971 1 i 11 iaper on Career
Education. That paper has served as one of my "bibles" in my efforts
to further career education. It is now time to assess the results and to
decide whether or not the 1971 position of the Association should
he re-affirmed or revised. I hope that these remarks may he helpful in
making such an assessment a reality.
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